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I feel repulsed by the fact I have 

written this down and that I will 

now rely on a complicated set 

of technologies and institutional 

structures and forms of com-

modification and marketing 

which draw on the exploitation 

of labor and of the environment 

and which I can never make 

present, visible, or actual in this 

writing to bring these words 

before your eyes.

Brian WhitenerFACE DOWN
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F and F had decided they were associating. Associating 

meant keeping each other warm and drinking from the 

pipe together. As F would say there are ports to which you 

cannot ascend, referring both to F and to capital.

M and L drew rings on the floor, projecting themselves 

into the future – a future without contracts. The sun grows 

cold but the camera will pan out revealing another body. 

Each circle was also a spell of protection. L thought of 

himself as a future deer, a pink tongue darting amongst 

bloody kinships. F cast a circle: the revolution will not be 

sexualized, sex will be politicized and by sex I mean face 

down, association up.

Z and R lived for ideas. Pola X is an example of what I 

was saying to you yesterday, how do you get outside the 

symbolic. I mean you can fuck your brother but then you 

ask “Am I in love?” In their dreams they rode a unicorn 

named communism and battled over categories. A day 

came when they decided to make one of these unicorns 

real. They took turns sucking, and protecting.

They had decided on a meaning for association. A means 

today I am the baby. A means there was a point where 

I discovered what I most liked was to be alone with my 
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body in a field, decaying letting you suck the warmth from 

me in the fading sun. A means we will stand in front of 

this house and say fuck the police. A means we will teach 

those new to our associations to say “Have you done this 

before?” and teach them to show others how it can be 

done: greater than friendship, less than nothing. No boss-

es, no borders, no whiteness.
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###Once the contradictions were so great they consumed 

themselves, invalidating every being. Once every category 

was interior to another’s contradiction. Once we were start-

ing over or staring into the determined and unknown both 

at once. Once it was too much; once it was not enough. 

Once we were happy and once there was nothing but 

endurance. Once we were trapped in the subject and once 

this was our only access to structure. Once we were multiple 

and once we were the same, wet, dead matter. Once it was 

imperfect. Once all we had was repetition—repeating and 

occasionally the hope that this time would be different. 

Once we were dying and once we were entirely undead. 

Once we knew writing could never be enough###
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Once had job, you sat on an oversized throne of cheap pine 
with a watch on either wrist, there was a red wall that they 
had to channel bros into, and you wore a perpetual grimace 
from the complexities of the relationship between the watch-
es and the red wall and the bros.

Once had job, you were a white piece of plastic that laid next 
to their skin and a transparent buckle. Frequently we were 
institutionalized. You fought back but it was pointless.

Once had job, they were an emotion that was received once 
someone had been successfully trolled. The emotion was 
distributed freely for a few minutes.

Once had job, you were a red string that dug deeply into one 
mouth after another like a bridle, at least 3 or 4 times a day. 
The deeper I went the more I was paid. 

Once had job, you were an open bag of chips on an Ameri-
can television show. You had a joke but it got cut.

Once had job, I rode you until you came in me. I had my hair 
in pigtails. 

Once had job, I covered you in blood when this animal car-
cass was still warm. I poured you a cup of blood, you had on 
rainboots which we did not make.

Once had job, you were a portable prison, the perfect acces-
sory to any ideal home.
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Once had job, lie on the floor like a chain and wait for lick. 
Tongue would barely come out of mouth. Waited for that.

Once had job, woke up early and blow dry hair while talking 
on the phone. Wearing a white bath robe; hair dryer and 
phone same shade of white. In the background a framed 
poster, an advertisement.

Once had job, I followed teenage boys around in a Windstar. 
They wanted the Windstar. We had all, without knowing it, 
been looking at the same images, earlier.

Once had job, it was to mutilate yourself, to cut a long scar 
across your chest, to burn your stomach, to excavate slightly 
your hip bone. Once they recognized you, you would start 
again.

Once had job, there were hundreds of pigs and you had to 
write “fuck pigs” on each one of them.

Once had job, had to imagine camera angles that would read 
without any parsing, adultery.

Once had job, I had to pretend I didn’t want you to pour 
milk down my throat and disembowel me. I had to pretend I 
didn’t want to see the milk exiting. 

Once had job, head of cock like cauliflower, not afraid to coil 
and shove until every part slick and warm.

Once had job, swarm on death mask, a surface of a moon.
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Once had job, every time Angela Lansbury bit her thumb 
you asked who’s dead.

Once had job, for every bourgeois I built a large copper pot, 
lit a fire under it and put up a sign that said “hot tub.”

Once had job, you took me to the railroad tracks and told me 
our love was over and that I should end it all now.

Once had job, they took off all their clothes except for a bag 
over their head and kneel in forest and wait.

Once had job, each morning replace teeth with slick tubes 
filled with glue and cider and suck longingly, thinking of 
partners now dead.

Once had job, rewarded with not having to work, if lock box 
of locks to body. Was filmed.

Once had job, you made trophies for a contest for express-
ing the joy of youth; they would take a picture of the three 
winners each year and then bury the picture in a place that 
was ugly and hopeless.

Once had job, I wore a huge condom over my head and made 
out with a life sized tube of lipgloss, rubbing my body up 
and down it until we were filthy with lipgloss and envy and 
frustration.
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###Once the worst and best thing was to have the thing 
that was the worst possible. Once we replaced; once we were 
replaced. Once we were stuck here, and then, once, we were 
not. Once we could not get out of our own way and once 
there was no we###
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Others went deeper into white feminism. A and D stayed in 

LA. There were imbalances, a saturation. It had become an 

emotional tool. An abjection. They stitched banners with 

slogans: “As long as one kitchen remains, no one is free.” 

Across the country, men swapped a fascination with cultivat-

ing a beard with classes in how to give a blow job. Cartoons 

in the newspapers satirically explained why knowing how to 

give a good blow job was not as good as being a DILF.

L could see Z was about to come from across the party; they 

had just met but he wanted to be physically close when it 

happened. There was a young figure on their knees in front of 

L, Z kneeled and kissed them sliding his hand inside the front 

of his jeans. He remembered a relative had sent a glamor shot 

of the family. He looked up into L’s eyes. As he came a wom-

an turned around and collected his come in the palm of her 

hand and then Z brought the hand to his mouth. L identified 

as black, no one else at the party did.

A would disappear for months. She would come back, their 

skins would be darker, his language less precise. Their pres-

ence was not less felt. This was their theory of the mother: 

what would A do? They would joke as they tucked each 

other in at night. How many years til they laid dead in the 

square—for it was not how deeply they had been marked, but 
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that they were marked everyday anew.

Once so white, every time sensed behind, think, this is it

Once so white, to make cry, take shirt off

Once so white, booed offstage but after smiled bravely in a 
bathroom, captured by a hidden camera and went viral

Once so white, bled back into patterned wall paper, so 
ready to make space for desires to foliate 

Once so white, no matter which way turned in the institu-
tion always looked good

Once so white, let fuck on this table but then went separate 
ways

Once so white, every summer put on speedo and watch drag 
onto the makeshift altar in the backyard

Once so white, say “had dumpy chic” and abyss opens

Once so white, whatever was inside, was comfortably out

Once so white, at any cost, ability

Once so white, keep calm and some other verb because 
wasn’t a fucking problem

Once so white, body stretching for miles in every direction 
neither empire nor nation but unremarkable territory
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Once so white, even when less there was more

Once so white, every joke contained all possible jokes

Once so white, past tense as premonition

Once so white, or the structure of infrastructure

Once so white, even if not, then still so 

Once so white, semiotic regimen of cowrie shells and hol-
low points

Once so white, whenever a bad day could believe tomorrow 
would be better

Once so white, never just individual but sickeningly groupal

Once so white, no need of escalation

Once so white, most shadows machetes

Once so white, when confused was still happy because 
confusion a weapon

Once so white, descrepancia

Once so white, latent honorary conditioning

Once so white, hours spent manufacturing subtle distinc-
tions directed towards body’s urbanity
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Once so white, even though wasn’t, spent nights looking 
semi-longingly at places that someday might have to work

Once so white, body language registered as more important 
than whatever on the television screens behind 

Once so white, called gentrification homesteading

Once so white, was convinced there was enough to go 
around

Once so white, could afford to be cocky
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This was how the cause had set itself. Choke me out she 

said. The cause of gender. Choke me out he said. The cause 

of this shell. The lashes joined them in the tenderness of a 

preceding cause. The shame of having entered the symbolic 

countered with the limit of having your body destroyed out 

from underneath you.

How to be outside Satan, that is outside love? They tried 

to define friendship in non-negative terms – as a sexual 

ecology. The place of tension in the ambiguity of living 

without devouring, without reproducing, without mimick-

ing. A surface without principle. The only complete sexual 

thought is that which has been lived.

T and E stood on the overpass where there was no longer 

traffic, trying to remember the most important thing. E was 

no longer both a daughter and a lover. That is to say… Z 

and N were there playing “pig city.” By the rules of alliance 

Z and N could not be alone with T and T and E were only 

allowed to live with L if someone else was in the doorway, 

watching. N noted that since they had become abolitionists 

by emptying themselves of houses and rooms they hovered 

like sheets of glass, full of warmth and glistening. Silently, 

they laid down to fuck and to beg to be broken.
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Lift the mattress and see the blood 

Soil a line of cops

Void your personhood 

Lose the object that made you a subject

Ride the finite night

Untap what should never have been tapped 

Get beaten 

Be thankful 

Feel a grim satisfaction 

Report their apostasy 

Describe how it was a death wish

Shade into ecstasy 

Make your first mistake

Comment what a good person 

Admit it was bad judgment 

Get slapped, get pumped
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Cut off your flesh 

Get pulled through chain link

Confess 
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I have a recurring daydream. I press my hands to my throat 

and feel blood and I realize that I’ve slashed my own throat. 

And that it’s too late to do anything about it; vainly I press 

against the throat with my hands, choking myself: I can see 

the blood running over my knuckles and staining the front 

of my shirt and, in the daydream, I try to remember why I 

cut my own throat, what drove me into the daydream in the 

first place, and I can feel tears welling up because I know 

too well that I will have to live another day in this body.

In Catherine Breillat’s Une vraie jeune fille the mother slits 

the throat of a chicken, holding it over a bowl, as its blood 

runs out, its eyes are frozen but its body struggles involun-

tarily against her hands. What does it mean that this is my 

chosen form of death; is it because only in my death throes 

will the structures binding me be revealed? Is it because my 

quest is for that state of lifeless animation, the present: to be 

cold, dead but violently and involuntarily alive at the same 

time? Or it is because I want what is inside to come out, be-

cause I want to dump it all out, every last forced integration 

into labor and the symbolic.

I have a recurring daydream where I am in a school either 

teaching or in an interview, something official and while 

either students or teachers are asking tough questions, I am 
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trying to respond and also to gauge  whether the discomfort 

I feel is just stress or if I should excuse myself, but before I 

overcome my embarrassment at trying to leave, shit begins 

to stream uncontrollably from me; at first warm clumps that 

pool against my pants as I raise myself out of my chair and a 

warm liquid that gushes down my legs, but which then com-

bines and  suddenly I’m wearing jean shorts and a nutty tan 

mixture begins spraying out from them and I think should 

I just run, or should try to apologize and clean up the mess, 

and I opt for the former rushing to the bathroom where in a 

stall I take off my jean shorts and try to wash the shit off my 

legs in the toilet bowl and it’s then I realize that  it’s hope-

less that I am covered in shit and that I’m  going to have to 

put on the cold, damp shorts lying on the bathroom floor 

and try to take the bus home or walk, but instead I take a 

razor out of my pocket and reach up and quickly the shit 

below me becomes speckled with blood and I sit down with 

my back against the concrete wall and, in my fantasy, who I 

am and what I am finally coincide.
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###Once there was nothing to affirm. Once whatever densi-
ty and warmth was in a body was just another hell. Once 
not every pulse was worth extension###
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Stand in kitchen 

Destroy kitchen

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry  

Taught how to sow

Stand in living room 

Destroy living room

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry  

Learned how to organize a building occupation

Stand in bathroom 

Destroy bathroom

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry 

Discussed the meaning of voluntary association with a 

group of friends 

Stand in car 

Destroy car

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry 
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worked at Habitat for Humanity to steal knowledge about 

how to build a house

Stand on jail 

Destroy jail

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry  

Collected tents and flashlights for a homeless encampment

Stand in hole 

Destroy hole

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry 

Used access to a copier to make zines to distribute at a 

march

Stand in battleship 

Destroy battleship

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry  

Spent Saturday in a reading group on anti-racist, anti-

capitalist theory
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Stand in space 

Destroy space

This is the poem that represents that instead of writing 

poetry  

Drove overnight to be able to learn about set of voluntary 

associations and to come back and tell associations about 

them

This 

The last poem

Just kidding 

This 

Is the

No matter 

How many times 

A once 

Will have  

Been a 

Repetition
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Just kidding

Look 

So hairy 

In here 

Unbelievable 

Shave it 

Seriously 

Shave it
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In the mid-1850s, a non-ethnically marked lady, Mother 
and her partner refused factory work because it meant 
Unknown Mother would have to give up her paid work in 
the home. Your Mother felt the ‘family’ as a unified force of 
production, especially for those without a skilled trade to 
ply. In 1997, Unknown Mother, in a self-titled U.S. televi-
sion show, reflected on the path that brought her to leave 
her childhood love in law school and become a white single 
female lawyer working at a firm in Boston: “You’re putting 
the law between us. I choose the law too.” Next century, 
Mother sat at the end of a long table, slowly pushing the 
table inside her, smiling and grunting softly.

In 1861, in the city of London, Mother had her last child 
at age 37. Her five oldest were already working for various 
masters, older family relations who were contracted specific 
piece work by factory owners. Those 5 children accounted 
for over 50% of the family’s total income. In 1997, on her 
second day at a new job on TV after being sexually assault-
ed at her old job and then being allowed to quit because the 
older white male partner who assaulted her was a “rain-
maker,” Your Mother stares at herself in the mirror while 
wearing nothing but a pencil skirt and white bra and hal-
lucinates her breasts growing until they snap her bra straps; 
later that same day she hallucinates being fucked in the 
missionary position by her ex and former childhood sweet-
heart in a huge red coffee cup filled with white suds that 
mimic the foam of a latte. Next century, Unknown Mother 
re-enacts this scene with 5 cups made out of the hearts of 
her employers; in the first cup she drowns a factory owner, 
while her avatar in the fourth cup sorts through body parts 
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that the audience understands to be family relations and 
ties them together using rope made of counterfeit currency.

In Britain in 1851, Unknown Mother, like 37% of all 
(white) women worked as non-farm domestic servants; 
the second largest occupation for women at the time was 
needlework. These women earned 60% of men’s wages 
and most, in addition, worked only part-time. The women 
who worked in sweatshops and factories were not married, 
very poor, and young. They did not find work on the open 
market; rather they were employed with and by relatives, 
there being a “strong patriarchal aversion” to their working 
in “close proximity with unrelated men.” In 1997, a young, 
white female lawyer named non-Mother is followed into the 
bathroom by her new (male gendered) boss and her charac-
ter is given 10 seconds of surprised annoyance to represent 
years of feminist (not trans or gender queer) struggle—the 
unisex bathroom is a hollowed out utopia deployed in the 
name of creating plot points through eavesdropping from 
inside stalls, capitalist workplace efficiency by increasing 
camaraderie amongst male and female employees, and a 
great deal of sexual tension while washing hands. Next 
century, Your Mother could no longer take it and spends a 
decade slowly, piece by piece, dismantling a bathroom with 
a needle and taking a photograph of each piece next to her 
body before dying and reincarnating herself as a wage. 

At the end of the first industrial revolution in 1873, Mother 
and her children struggle to swallow a thin gruel while their 
distended limbs flounder uncontrollably in yellow, noxious 
wind. Slowly over the next 30 years, the white family will 
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be fully reconstituted around a single male wage earner. By 
1950, only 10% of white women will be engaged in paid 
labor outside the home. By 1990, that number will increase 
to 50%.  In 1997, the popular USAmerican TV show, Your 
Mother, bases an entire episode around the premise that for 
men sex is about “parts,” while for women sex is “mental.” 
In this same episode, a lawyer defends himself from a sexual 
harassment charge by arguing that he has OCD which 
makes him grab, compulsively, women’s asses and Unknown 
Mother, after explaining how she feels like men do not see 
her in job meetings, turns into a little girl wearing a purple 
scarf. Next century, Mother bathes her former step-child 
who is a daughter’s sister’s lover and aunt’s soon-to-be child: 
Mother washes their bodies and pulls their indentations out 
and pushes them back in again, naming each quietly under 
her breath as she washes, Peyton and Riley, Shane and 
Taylor, Reagan and Tristan and Drew and Devin…

The Unknown Mother was, before anything else, an image. 
In the first episode of the Your Mother show, Mother’s 
soon-to-be-boss, Lou Grant played by Ed Asner, asks a series 
of increasingly invasive questions, to which Your Mother 
finally demands “You can’t ask that.” “You’ve got spunk,” 
he replies. Spunk, he says. Its illegal, she says. Fuck the law. 
Fuck labor. Long live the image of this white lady question 
mark. The image of Unknown Mother and Her Friend were 
white but ethnically marked women who made their first 
television appearances as recurring characters on Happy 
Days: they were friends of the Fonz, Henry Winkler, who I 
saw speak at Earth Day in my hometown in the early 1990s. 
Because I was only allowed to watch one hour of televi-
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sion a week growing up, I didn’t know who he was, but I 
remain thankful for the multiple hours a week that Mother 
spent taking me or picking me up from Parnassus and the 
boathouse of Charon where I supped on compotes of local 
property taxes. These hours in addition to the hours that 
Unknown Mother already worked, as a night nurse, as a 
cypher for the walking dead, as a mercurial katechon, on 
an obgyn, or on obigyni floor as I learned to say it listening 
to her at a Formica table in our Unknown Kitchen. I knew 
as much about Henry Winkler as I did about her work 
or the women Your Mother worked with—but only my 
non-knowledge of Henry Winkler was something that was 
ever legible in any way to any other individual or public 
forum. This is the negative space against which this entire 
piece is written. And the negative space of that space is the 
crossing of whiteness and labor.

The image of Your Mother and Her Friend, while being a 
show about ethnically marked, white blue collar women 
who worked in a bottling factory in Milwaukee was also 
a show filmed at the end of the 1970s but set in the late 
1950s, that is, both George Lucas and Hamlet. A show 
about women, who while they were accorded the right to 
work, had love interests, that is, who we would imagine 
would not be working for much longer but also a show 
about women, who while they were accorded the right to 
work, was a show about voluntary association, about pro-
letarian love that refused to be recognized by the law, the 
ethnically marked proletarian gang of friends. In season 5, 
the show jumps temporally and geographically: to Bur-
bank, California, the last safe haven in the US as plagues 
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of automatized, mechanical locusts descend on Milwaukee, 
welcome to your future, gift wrapping and service work, 
take a Valerie Solanas paperback and have a seat. How this 
image was and also was not Your Mother, how it was also 
and was not a means for finding Your Mother. What we 
learned and did not learn about Your Mother and labor and 
about race and solidarity with workers in the home or in the 
services that once were located in the home. What Un-
known Mothers taught and did not teach us about the law 
and why it had to be destroyed. Why we had to learn about 
Mother and non-Mother from an image, instead of Your 
Mother who in the future would bath us, gently wrapping 
a tether around our necks. How the Unknown Mother is 
both fantasy and labor, both law and its dissolution, both 
image and its unequal opposite. 

Mother, or a clinic in how to sit with your legs already 
crossed

Mother, or how to do the labor that no one else will do

Mother, or a clinic in being, in this case, a white badass 
with a small ass kitchen because you don’t care about cook-
ing even though you are still good at it

Mother, or fighting for the space to do the labor that no one 
else will do

Mother, or a clinic in making graceful leaps from your living 
room to this weird platform, proscenium thing that they 
built in front of your bay window
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Mother, or a clinic in how to create a psychic carapace out 
of popular culture for your white teenage body to live inside

Mother, or a clinic in how to let your body decay into a 
shag carpet and become one with your intentional family in 
the exploding nebula of the eternal recurring condensation 
of one’s voluntary associations in insurrection
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It’s called the aristocrats, my poem about Ana Mendieta

A poet at a reading says

The Cuban revolution cannot be killed by 

Defenestration alone

And continues with a string of horrors about how short 

Women fall often out of windows

And then you take me outside into an alley and 

Suddenly my organs are all outside of me

Like a pin the organ on my body game

That we used to play on that shitty traffic island we grew up on

And then we as a mob kill someone without reason

Maybe while we are in line at the food distribution center

Each clutching our number, 1 through 99, waiting to have

Our incomes entered into the computer grinding 
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Our hunger down into collective humiliation and I’m 

Dragging my organs around as we are slathered in blood

Like frogs turned inside out on one of Columbus’s ships

It’s the new world, we’ve arrived

And then we all have a good laugh about every trauma 

we’ve ever watched someone endure in silence

…the aristocrats

The next version of the aristocrats goes like this: 

Kill all men

It’s ok, I can say that, I’m a male

Men, let’s go outside right now and kill ourselves

And then I make a list of the purest art forms of self-sacri-

fice

And a convincing argument for how if your writing is 

connected 
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To your politics or your ethics, you can choose, you should 

kill yourself

Men

In the alley, tonight.

Call it an art project if it makes you feel better

….the aristocrats

I have one more version of a poem called the aristocrats

Wherein I list every sexual assault that I’ve 

Witnessed or thought was occurring and did

Nothing to stop starting with the debate trip when I was 15

Or wherein I list every aftermath of every

Sexual assault that I’ve witnessed in the cases 

Where I have not seen the act either directly

Or indirectly, and then, in the middle of these 
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Lists, I decide that this is the time finally

To bleed out and I take out a razor and slash my 

Jugular while continuing to read my lists as

Blood begins to stain my teeth and cake against

The sides of my mouth, but the cruel joke is that 

Fantasies can be the basis of but also are always

A limit to any politics

….ladies and gentleman…the aristocrats
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A man at the bar who has come with us after the reading 
asks two younger women how old they are. They come back 
to the table and ask a woman who is older than they are if 
they can sit next to her because they feel uncomfortable. In 
the poetry space, I did not say anything to this person. In 
the political space I would have contacted this person and 
set up a one-on-one meeting to discuss my concern with 
how they behaved towards these women.

At a break between poets at a reading, I am standing in a 
group of mainly younger writers who are male except for 
one woman. The woman attempts to intervene in the con-
versation but the young men talk over her. Her knowledge 
of the author’s work is not considered complete enough. 
The second time this happens I focus my attention on her 
but the fact that I am older and appear interested is not 
enough to stop the others from ignoring her. The third time 
it happens I say, X has something to say let’s listen to her. 
She gets 15 seconds before being cut off again, with no fol-
low up question. In the political space, I would have called 
these people out in the moment. 

I am at a dinner party. A married man turns to me and 
begins to complain about his wife who is sitting across from 
us. I do nothing in the dinner party space.

I say the thing that you have told me before not to say. Neither 
one of us calls attention to it in the space of the conference. 

I logged in and I saw post about your big dick and someone’s 
mouth and then I found you on twitter you are a software 
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engineer or something in the bay area. I did nothing in the 
internet space.

I see you look at the teenage girl walking down the aisle on 
the bus at 6:30am dressed in a black mini skirt, mesh top 
and bobby socks. It is too early in the morning to concen-
trate on anything for very long. Yet you stare. The girl rides 
this bus every day getting up early to ride the bus to school 
and earlier to put together each day what are complicated 
outfits. Your eyes linger on her even after she turns around 
and sits down—not forcing her to engage with your gaze but 
lingering vaguely enough that she might register that you 
were. And then you look up at me. I am not looking at you, 
but you don’t look up and look away, as if you were wonder-
ing if I caught you leering. You look towards me expectant-
ly, confidently, but also somewhat disinterestedly to see if 
we have shared this moment of staring at her body. I get off 
the bus and it will be hours before I am in a political space. 

We were at a party and you wanted me to agree that your 
wife’s fuck buddy was very emotional. In the political space, 
I would have discussed with other people their perception 
of your comment. Instead I wrote this paragraph to read in a 
poetry space.

I have listened to multiple writers and artists, party go-
ers, and friends of friends explain to me their interest in 
property, in buying it, in renting it, in their plans for how 
their friends and renters will use parts of it while they buy 
and collect and accumulate. While they are talking, I think 
about impossible encounters of the dead: of a band of trans 
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women of color murdered on Woodward south of 7 mile 
coming back from the dead and poking their eyes out with 
a comical device found at a convince store, like a Slim Jim. 
I think of every immigrant female, woman of color head of 
household whose life has been cut short by a deficit of hos-
pital care, water, and food coming back from the dead and 
eating through their houses and property like human ter-
mites, turning the wood and brick of their houses into care 
packages marked with a bright red cross. I think of the dead 
filling their houses and property until there is no room left 
inside for them to move around and they have to abandon 
them, frustrated and scared shaking their fists on the front 
lawn. Instead of saying not being anti-capitalist is a problem 
with your subjectivity, which is also a limit of your race and 
gender solidarity, I had these fantasies inside the personal 
space bounded by the flesh of my body. 

I see you post almost once a week. Every time I think of 
the woman that you hit. I don’t know her and I don’t know 
what she wants, so I don’t say anything in the internet 
space. Each time I see your posts, I think about spending 
hours each day finding all your comments and tweets and 
chats and vines and posting underneath them the link to 
the photos of her face after you hit her. I don’t block you 
because I want to be reminded you exist.

A female African-American poet is reading. The poet is 
performative and a good performer. A predominantly white 
group stamp their feet. The people appear to feel they are 
connecting with the poet. I have never seen these people 
connect in this way before. They do it quickly, bridging ef-
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fortlessly gaps that make them subjects. In the poetry space, 
I was unable to say where was the call that has evoked your 
response? In the political space, I would have asked other 
people for their opinions of the event to see if it aligned 
with my own or if I was over-interpreting what had hap-
pened.
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That is, we were doing it in public

Playing on the washers like nymphs

That is, we were doing it in public

Laughing at stickers that said “Speed Queen”—that’s you

We were doing it in public

The world was a bubble in an infinity of world-bubbles

We were doing it in public

That is, reproducing

We brought our lovers here

Silently we fucked on the tables

near enough to touch but 

To do the dirty work of

Proletarian reproduction

forced into public those of us

Who do not have enough

On the streets, cops pick us 
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Off one by one 

So we stormed the bus to do the emotional 

labor of caring for each 

25 cents turns on the stove

And borrowed salt the

sliding glass door refuses to open

What’s inside must come out

the loneliness is overwhelming or is 

the suspicion of class difference the

worst I was exposed to 

you, what had been carefully hidden 

Was there in plain sight

Shamefully

I never felt afraid but for 

other others this publicity 

is an entree to further 

Invasions. Does the glass door need to slide
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Or become a barricade? Every command

In the form of a question where it

costs 25 cents just to get change

in this proletarian hell on earth where

we were reproducing our tragedies 

came seeping out of the spin cycle

drowning us all in a flood of our own waste

So we took it over

The walls covered in blood

And you took your shirt off 

we would survive til the next day

Do not place any person inside this machine

In the semi public abode of reproduction

Those stains we scrubbed into plaint 

The problem is not invisibility, 

It is visible--the problem its meaning. 
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Where does this glass door 

Come from? And where does it open 

Onto a private act cut with publicity

We formed a repro cadre, heading to

The upper and midde class repro farms 

to liberate our sisters, this repro is being 

repro’ed. Once upon a time, the non-home

was a site of subsistence versus the home as

a site of production. On the plantation, there 

in full sight, the unseen. Here behind the glass

door, the phantoms of publicity wail and

rust. If the female body is the province of

the male worker, the Laundromat is the prison

Where the body goes to learn its place and 

Where some bodies go to revel in their

Coming promised futures full of the

celebrity of owning other bodies: the 
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Definition of private property is a machine into which

You force your forced labor to mix its labor

So now we are at the final scene: water

Spilling out of the machines. What is this

That I feel? It does not swell but decompresses

Maintaining its tension and 

Spreading itself like soap across the surface of

Our waters? We are in the final scene: the socialization

Of the machines, the end of the social contract, the

Takeover of the Laundromat. 

But the final scene of water is also

Of course the first scene wherein the 

Water is parted, split into multiple streams

Of questions

about all those things we never had 
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Time to wonder at in the unwondering drudgery

Of our everyday lives:  some thought we needed 

More publicness, to smash the glass door and liberate

The machines into the outside

to generalize, into a working blockade against

the bus system, others wanted to serve only proletarian 

Women and they said who is dispossessed and how can 

You love into the absence of dispossession and some

Wanted to socialize the labor and only to serve and 

Others said they were going to miss their strangers

bubbles and that we should only maintain the machines 

in our love and printed pamphlets, For Stranger Bubbles

and Destroy all Machines: a Handwashing Manifesto

Every time I walk into a Laundromat I wonder

What is inside me and how it got there

Every time I walk into a Laundromat I wonder
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What we have done to deserve this

Every time I walk into a Laundromat I wonder

At the proximity of so many bodies and the heat

And steam and our private spheres comingling

In an erotic life of the Laundromat whose  

Eroticism is sounded by its dirt and unglamorous

Waiting and exploitation, the ugly erotics of the common

Being of neglect but also the unavaibility of bad television

And poverty how fucking on this table might 

Bring forth a common being 

But the inaccessibility of our private spheres is

What’s truly common in this scene, in media

Res, where the media is the division between 

Our public exterior and private grief our 

media the secondary erotics of shared

Shame and loss what 

we share in common is our
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hollowing out—this is the meaning then

Of how in the steam I want to fold for you as

In the Laundromat reveals our common sad

Isolated decay its question is what

Happens when you whisper blue cheer in 

My ear or how can the site of our abjection

Be the site of our revolt
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The thesis of this poem is that we live in a world of expe-

rience, of worlding, no longer a world of representation: 

“experience,” or work on the possible, on the limits of a 

world, has overtaken representation. As if Satie’s music 

had become not just like the furniture, but had become 

the walls, light, and history as well. If one extreme of 

early twentieth century capitalism was the street-walker, 

who directly sells their body as a commodity, one figure 

of labor today is the camperson, who sells an experience, 

access to a psyche, likes/dislikes, personal information, 

who creates and sells a world. If the classical figure of 

early twentieth century capitalism was the worker, who 

sells their labor power, one figure of labor today is the 

redundant surplus briefly integrated into the circuits of 

production only to be then discarded, shunted beyond 

the edge of the human on the other side of an ontolog-

ical gap, into another world. If the classical figure of 

early twentieth century war was shell shock, which outed 

as fatigue and disconnection, the figure of war today is 

post-traumatic stress disorder, a condition that is accu-

rately placed somewhere between the mind and body, 

that is one that acts neither on the body (discipline) nor 

the mind (ideology) but as a total complex, anywhere 

we might take refuge. And our complex is exposed at 

every turn to sensations that used to be reserved for the 
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most far off battlefields: post-continuity cinema in films 

like Transformers, a symptom of the end of one bodily 

apparatus and the invention of another. So there is a 

reason that no one is celebrating the 100th anniversaries 

of the historical avant gardes. Literature’s strongest links 

remain with representation and the bodily sensorium 

attached to the apparatus of the book. The question is 

not how to leave behind representation but rather how 

to connect literature’s devices, knowledges, and affec-

tive relationships to an edge that would match the new 

problematic of experience, worlding and its sensorium of 

trauma. A prow cuts through concrete, on one side is in-

scribed war and on the other communization; to not out 

as war, writing must find ways to connect with the latter.

I am creating a new kind of math, its base is 150,000. 

For example, since 2006 more than 150,000 people have 

died in Mexico, yet the economy has grown many years 

at over 3%. More than 150,000 people have died since 

2006 in Mexico; in the same period I have watched post-

ing after posting of the lyric vs conceptual debate in the 

experimental section of the US literary world. The New 

York Times notes the surprise of those in the U.S. invest-
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ment community that even though 150,000 people have 

been murdered since 2006 in Mexico, the maquiladoras 

and the other industries along the border are posting ex-

cellent profits. The new math of base 150,000 is designed 

to account for “value” and the “contemporary”: two 

long, dark, deep, black holes that plunge into the earth, 

twisting violently around each other. 150,000: of which 

71 were found handcuffed and shot in a ranch in Tamau-

lipas. 150,000: of which how many were killed for living 

while “delinquente,” that is, being poor and young. The 

math of 150,000: how easy, anywhere, it is to be poor and 

young. In an economy of circulation, objects move from 

one side of a border to another (jeans, auto parts, drugs, 

art works) to the centers where their prices are inflated 

before consumption (the marketing and branding depart-

ments of Levi’s and Ford, the street corners, the galleries 

and museums). Instead of saying war is bad for business, 

the math of 150,000 asks how war produces value. The 

proposal is simple. Once I was paid 750 USD for editing 

a group of blog posts about “contemporary” Mexico in 

the context of a show in a museum. The museum show 

was designed to increase the value of a collection of 

Mexican photography. This was my cut of the 150,000. 

The new math cuts through us—it is us and it is what 

escapes us, it decays around us and we soak it back in 
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through the soles of our feet like salt from a dying calf. It 

asks us to annihilate ourselves and then reproaches us for 

having misunderstood its question. The new math only 

poses problems it knows you cannot solve alone.

In 2004, through a series of disaffections and coincidenc-

es I left writing. There were practices in that then-now—

performance had been left behind. Occupying the Prestes 

Maia; escracheing genocidists; the end of hopes that the 

public sphere or mass culture would carry the work out 

to the pampa or Peoria. It was disgust, with ourselves and 

our worlds; bodies before representations and discor-

dant but reinforcing temporalities. One went to hotels 

along the Avenida Reforma to meet airline stewardesses 

with reports and xeroxes in their bags. A verb, mangar, 

conjugated as yo mango, tu mangas, nosotros mangamos, 

meaning the liberation of commodities. The once chalky 

paste of “social transformation” had been replaced by the 

subsumption into the act—but it had a hidden fail safe, 

without an event, the artists retreated to the institution. 

In 1978, Ferreira Gullar published Vanguarda e sub-

desenvolvimento: ensaios sobre arte, on the connection 

between the neo-colonial formation known as dependen-
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cy and artist practice. However, Gullar never questioned 

the role of the poet, of the artist, or of the necessity of 

art. This object makes me feel shame. This system of 

cultural production makes me feel disappointed. This 

version of the contemporary makes me feel hopeless. I 

feel these things while at the same time that I feel writ-

ing them down is impossible or predictable but also only 

a possibility. The contemporary: mimesis and incompos-

sibility. Mimesis means implanting in the body. Mimesis 

means “I feel”—we put it in our body and grew around it. 

Incompossibility means these things cannot go together 

and that they do go together. It means I cannot live in 

this world, nor imagine doing so, but also that we do 

and that I cannot not only imagine a different world but 

hundreds of them, but cannot bring them into being. It 

means feeling repulsed. I feel repulsed by the fact I have 

written this down and that I will now rely on a compli-

cated set of technologies and institutional structures and 

forms of commodification and marketing which draw on 

the exploitation of labor and of the environment and 

which I can never make present, visible, or actual in this 

writing to bring these words before your eyes. Incompos-

sibility. Without a political opening to be parasitic upon, 

all that was left was the museum…or the state, and the 

decay back into platitudes about the “social,” “transfor-
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mation,” increasing visibility. The contemporary: angry, 

disappointed, still sick of representation but still sick-

ened by everything else. 

Between 2010 and 2012, there was an experiment in 

incompossible worlds: the idea to make a free book—to 

make a hole in space. The first incompossibility was that 

nothing is ever free—my labor, your labor, all this unpaid 

labor of caring; it was nauseating to not put a price on it 

and it was revolting to put a price on it. Someone would 

have to pay. But part of incompossibility is instability—

and even though a “free” book is an oxymoron like “face 

down” or “officer friendly”—in insatiable times even 

oxymorons can puncture space with thousands of tiny 

holes. Fuck these tiny holes. However, what lurks in a 

background, still, is the institution. Where does literary 

autonomy come from? From the infrastructure. And this 

infrastructure is frequently or mainly one of distribution. 

And that is the incomposibility of the literary world as it 

is presently structured. The infrastructure is massive yet 

unremarkable. Instead of solidarity with struggles over 

points of distribution (such as Amazon) or production 

(of paper for instance), there are symbolic battles over 

the territory produced by this infrastructure. Why this 

technology of the book? Why this infrastructure, if in the 
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end it is only our labor, our unpaid labor? To say there is 

no longer any promise in the literary outside of attacks 

on the infrastructure is not the same thing as saying art 

or poetry is dead. The death of art is only ever an artistic 

gesture. Changing the infrastructure changes the condi-

tions of what counts as living. 

Fantasy is the tether. Fantasize everything, have nothing. 

It is as easy for me to fantasize my own death by diar-

rheic dehydration as by an insurrection. Fantasy is the 

image: it passes thru us; we move toward it. The image 

is the horizon; the tether. Fantasy is the condition of 

hysterical mimesis: not certitudes nor epiphanies; rather 

what might be real is everything and absolutely nothing. 

In “How to Build a Universe that Doesn’t Fall Apart in 

Two Days,” Phillip K. Dick reveals that his two concerns 

are what is a person and what is a world. The condition 

of paranoiac mimesis: the horror that nothing is what it 

seems. Now, everything is both real and non-existent. 

The hysteria is the unmanageable emotional excess of 

the tether, of its incompossibility. Not the dissolution of 

identity but the facticity of one’s own death and that we 

are already dead. Not the dissolution of the world, but 
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it’s fucked up, horrible persistence. How deep does the 

chain link go inside us? How batshit crazy do I need to be 

to pull it out? How far in front of us can we walk towards 

it? The tether: what every fantasy wants to abolish but 

cannot—because is it not repetition—the time scale 

of fantasy is too short, thus its psychological trauma. 

It is just me or am I going fucking nuts? Mimesis is the 

repetition—the incompossible processing of the failure. 

The hysteria of only having an image as guide is that of 

loosening the tether and not knowing if the image has 

one—it passes thru us, so how could we know? I abso-

lutely refuse to accept this as non-existence (in all caps). 

It was the only way to keep it all together. To not stop 

moving. To not break down. To not collapse. It was the 

only way. 
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There had been another attack, living 

While black and the surveillance of dead

Data as it had been disappeared during the day

The group filed a report, and then in court

Until there was a mistake and an unmarked

Vehicle was trapped in a driveway, something

Had gone wrong. They panicked as the crowd

Gathered and far from the courthouse, at the 

Edge of a complicated set of industrial parks

And green space and overpasses dividing the

City from the suburbs.

I went to get water.  We had come to say 

Fuck you too—and we were a minority amongst 

It—there were no hormones, but we focused 

On repetition, generating would repeat and the 
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Gestures would fall into a different world. There 

Had been rights, those who wanted to abolish and 

Those who wanted to inhabit, but it was decided

To focus on repetition. And violence. The men had 

Agreed, at first, to talk, only once. It was imperfect. 

Acts of sexual violence were grounds for expulsion. It was 

Imperfect.

Journalists were the worst—in between needing rides to 

The airport, as fictions unraveled they came sowing facts

How did we end up together? We were the only ones who

Cared enough. There were plenty of new facts. Facts which

No one was ready for. Those who were first to fight floated

To the surface air and oil mixing in their mouths, under their

Eyes—and from the overpass one might lasso a dying sense

Of giddiness and get a robin, which had become a mascot of
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Sorts—the camp was filled with them but no one knew why.

The lines laid across the lake so that one could almost walk

On them. Someone peed on the sheep and on my bag. The

Urine was like Formica and I couldn’t help rubbing it on

Myself. On my legs, on my belly. When it ran out it was at

The end of the first winter when the adolescents took

To the surface of the lake, they passed unnoticed, there 

Were homes but few houses, a direct correlation

Between rules and the abscesses of commodities.
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It felt like warm water, we tried to say I but there were 

too many croissants, we were hungry constantly and kept 

feeding us—we shared that roll like it was a wand covered 

in pcp—it was like being rolled into a ball of saran wrap, 

our mouths pressed and sucking against the plastic and 

inhaling glitter, like gargling with a reduction of Robitussin 

and canned peaches. We went before the court carrying 

only a Swifter that some part of us had found—the Swifter 

had become a symbol—no one knew why. We had been 

denied a request, to access the penumbra of our pain, and 

saline filled us like a gutter. We picked up the building and 

lit a single match under it, next to a single file. We took 

handfuls of shea butter and ate them—we were getting slick 

and overheated. We tried again to explain: we were a thing, 

a slick, overheating, moist, vibrating sack of cubed jelly, like 

chickens braying in rotisserie left in the sun. A cube of jelly 

filled with maggots which spilled out of our mouth into a 

bucket of bullion on which someone had written fuck your 

other car—we tried to turn this in as evidence but could 

not get inside. All of us were held in contempt for being 

denied entry and some part of us was licking the bullion 

which had the color and mouthfeel of a wet diaper, and a 

great cry went up: as if, as if, as ifffffffff. 
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We were in the pit. An orchestra of us had become par-

ticularly unstable. Deeper we plunged. Our formations 

shifted, what was left of our shells, spirit and surface. The 

deepest love, then complete unrecognition, sympathetic 

and intertwining. We were sick and slick inside the all-

not-us, unstable, processing, seeking. In the hallway, you 

was the command we heard. You step forward. But we were 

unstable—brought to the point of all-not by the pressure 

per square inch that caused our colons to expel themselves 

and our psyches to invert like a black hole back into the 

same home. Neither-not, not you, neither me. Not us, 

neither them. Not ourselves. Shifting, with each moment as 

an event. A lattice, a bubble made up of other Cerberuses, 

a flock passing in and out of the walls of a passage without 

doors and without windows. Multiple wounds spread over 

a month, over a lifetime, over a day cones of mental and 

physical space time, that the all-not moved in and out of, 

always in, always out, never in and never out, we had gone 

back and killed each of us before birth, neither that nor this 

had a measurable effect, here in the pit. What there was was 

pain, the pain, never-ending pain and its not-all.
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On the third night, below us, far below, two

More shot on the outskirts of what had been

Declared a “safe zone,” i.e., an “entertainment

Zone,”—in another park there another pain zone

Another dead end, another tumult of frustration

And quickly a decision was made—it took weeks

But the two parks were combined into one, and

That was our first mistake—cut off, these new

Friends wandered, the tumult of frustration

And the pain play found a new object, and the

Lines inside became thicker and more real

Than out, and the chain link that cut through us

Was now cutting through others, and what was

Once warm and sickening was now chalky, 

Cold and penurious.
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Lay down and tilt our head in line with our chest that was 
bare except for a simple black thread running into our 
mouths

Light a fire behind us while you came, glistening like lava 
on our face as our eyes shriveled 

Drag a fish through the market that is almost as big as a dick

Lean our head against the shoulder of this teenage body and 
rest our hand against theirs

Dress ourselves in lace and keel next to this picnic table at 
dusk

Take this razor to our faces until nothing is left

Crawl inside this skeleton and find that our head fits 
perfectly into the rib cage

Beg for more water and get all we want splashed down the 
front of us into our crotch

Sit naked a cave of gold Mylar and wait gently 

Force the cop to spit in our hand and take it home and hold 
it over photos of young children

Dig our teeth into each other’s lips til caterpillars and blood 
swarm at our feet

Rest our stomach against our thighs and pour latex over this 
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galaxy while waiting for our hand to slip around our neck

Carve into our thighs the question: what do you do when 
you feel like shit and cover it with a cone of paper

Sit at the square desk with the black circle over our head

Get shaved

Get masked

Wear the brace which is our hands and get used to the 
black glove against our mouths

Braid our hair til it touches the ground and tie it to the 
lamp, this dusty globe, this ball of hate

Puke like a goose in the plaza 

Place the hood over our face and then a tooth on the brush 
and brush with it

Be a human wearing a shirt with a human on it

Sit in bed with a hammer and pliers and decide how this 
pain is different from the last
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I felt your glance across the scrum. Once 

Again it was the beginning of the

End. The disintegration, I became a pillar

Of wet salt and I was inside you when you

Moved and both in your past and also

Not there. Repeat. They felt my glance

Across the scrum, it was an accusation,

Your mouth opened and a silky asphalt

Poured inside, emptying out every word, 

That was your structure. The foamy morning

Glory spread across the scrum into a thin, 

Flat plane, just above our heads. We split in 

Two and half laid down and the other

Placed sections of chain link through us.

One could trace a spiral through the plane

Of morning glories and their foam and
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The chain link, a spiral of value carried on

A cloud of bear mace. We were inside the

Earth in a bucket of bear mace and chain link,

And inside a cloud etched with Value and

Whiteness. Repeat. It was the beginning of 

The end. ICE headquarters—6 years after

The park and the underpass, in the space

Between the city and the suburbs—it 

Wasn’t that there weren’t fractures, 

What the park revealed was not a common

Being but rather a morphology that passed

Through us like chain link, that had decayed

Into us, 

a cone of spit, that neither created

Us nor as we created it 

but something more complicated,
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a cone cut through us and not, this is what

morphology had become

  —the police—six years ago

The most popular chant was “arm infant 

immigrants”—since then, the largest mosque

was shuttered and a new detention 

center “La Bestia” had been built on a river 

island, over the remains of the old zoo. The

action at the ICE was a distraction, on one 

side of an invisible line a new morphology

—gathering, feeding on the border, spreading 

out its gaps and sucking on its continuities 

like a marrow, waiting to seize everything 

that laid on the other side, just waiting for the

signal
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